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See a better world.®

Vivid

HANALEI BAY, HAWAII

Providing a high-quality, visually consistent view of Earth, DigitalGlobe’s
Vivid mosaic is ideal for applications where an image layer is foundational to
creating maps or essential for running analytics utilizing machine learning
or artificial intelligence at the local, regional, or global level. Vivid is a highresolution, global image layer, available off-the-shelf and updated annually
to incorporate our latest image collections.

Features & Benefits
°° Leverages the vast DigitalGlobe

Image Library to ensure the highest
quality coverage, completeness, and
consistency

°° Proprietary image processing

techniques maximize contrast,
sharpness, and clarity while
maintaining uniformity

°° Innovative seamline placement and
blending processes offer a near
seamless view of Earth for you and
your user base
°° Produced to stated accuracy,
currency, and aesthetic specifications
to support analysis, decision making,
and map production
°° Adheres to defined specifications to
save you time and resources

°° Integrated bathymetric layer for
complete global coverage

°° Updated every year to incorporate
new image collections

°° Leverages the entire DigitalGlobe

constellation for the most beautiful
quality and highest accuracy
available

°° Save time and money by eliminating

the resources required to search,
procure, manipulate, aggregate, and
stitch data together

°° New image collections planned at

the optimal time to ensure seasonal
consistency and minimal cloud cover

°° Ensure your maps are relevant

through a comprehensive refresh
plan

°° Accelerate your workflow by

integrating basemaps that are
available and ready to use today

°° Flexible access: offline or online via
EarthWatch
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Specifications

Deliverables
Vivid 1.0 Product

Vivid 2.0 Product

Coverage

Global (excludes Greenland and Antarctica)

Product type

Orthomosaic

Image Bands

3-band pan sharpened natural color

Image Age

Target <30 months
average per country

Spatial Resolution

50 Cm

Accuracy

10.2m CE90

<8.5m CE90

Cloud Cover

<5% globally

Target <5% per country;
<5% globally

Off Nadir Angle

<30 degrees

<30 degrees

Sun Elevation

>30 degrees

>30 degrees; >15 degrees
allowed for complete coverage

Bit Depth

8

Projection/Datum

Geographic / WGS84

Format

Geotiff

Target <24 months average
per country; <20 months
average globally

°°

Vivid can be delivered offline via FTP or hard drive for use
on premise. When desired, the product can be formatted
in a portal-ready tile cache.

°°

Vivid is also available in DigitalGlobe’s EarthWatch
product as either a streaming service or using
DigitalGlobe’s web portal.
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